
The 70TH Anniversary of the Observer Trophy Water Polo Tournament 

With support from the Hastings Town Twinning Committee and a number of 

keen archivists the Hastings Seagull Swimming Club Water Polo Section has 

been preparing for the celebration of the 70th Anniversary of the first visit of 

the Dordrecht swimming and water polo teams to Hastings in 1947.  Just 

imagine how hard that journey must have been when so soon after the end of 

WW2 the transport opportunities must have been very limited.   

They competed at the old Bathing Pool in St Leonards and Hastings narrowly 

lost in front of 5,000 spectators. 

This Year a team of nine top Players from Dordrecht arrived on Thursday 

evening in time to train with the Hastings squad, played multisports against 

Hastings Seagull SC at Summerfields Sports Centre on Friday and then played 

for the Observer Trophy on the Saturday evening against Hastings, Sevenoaks, 

Brighton and Crawley. 

The evening programme is set up so that each team plays all the other teams 

and Dordrecht were eager to be the winner this year to retain the trophy 

which they won last year and repeat their team’s win 4-3 in 1947. 

The first game was Hastings vs Dordrecht. Dordrecht immediately put on the 

pressure with an early goal but Phillipidis the Hastings forward soon 

counterattacked with an equaliser. Dordrecht were pressing on the Hastings 

defence continuously with goalie Tom Blything making good saves and Dave 

Lee and Ben Chegwin breaking down all the fierce attacks except one which 

gave the Dutch squad the lead. The first period ended with a fine goal from the 

Hastings Capt. who was under enormous pressure form a very strong Dutch 

defence. The second period gave the Hastings squad a chance to work hard 

together and repulse all the Dutch attacks whilst Phillipidis and Chegwin scored 

two hard fought goals for the home side.  A strong start for the Tournament 

and a victory for Hastings to revenge the 1947 defeat. There were still three 

games to win if this was to be a chance to take the coveted Observer Trophy. 

The next game between Crawley and Brighton gave the home team a chance 

to see the competition. Brighton had a convincing win but neither team would 

be a pushover for Hastings. 



At this stage in the evening The Right Honourable Mayor of Hastings, Judy 

Rogers, was kind enough to make a presentation of a specially prepared 

illuminated address commemorating the 70th Anniversary of MNC Dordrecht 

Swimming Club to Hastings to the Dutch Captain Arend Haksteen.  

                    

Hastings now had to face the Sevenoaks side which was actually an ‘All Stars’ 

squad. The Seagulls were somewhat wrong footed by the mixture of skills of 

the opposition and finished the first period 2 goals down. The solution now lay 

in the hands of the most experienced member of the Hastings team, Neil 

Pearce, working from midfield with full support from both attack and defence 

elements of the team. In the first 3 minutes Pearce scored two of his signature 

shots from the 5 metre line and polished of the defeat of the opposition by 

gaining a dominant position in the Sevenoaks goal area and netting an 

opportunist goal in the 5th minute thus giving the home team a 3-2 win.  

Crawley then took on the All Stars and won by 4-1. Next Brighton saw the 

strength of the visitors from Holland who showed there skill at all levels by 

winning 5-2. 

Crawley was now to be pitted against Hastings who were able to net two goals 

in the first period by the two Bens, Chegwin and Pappiat. It was physical  game 

with a number of exclusions on both sides but early in the second half Hastings 

increased their lead with another goal from Phillipidis only to have a quick 



reply from Crawley. The game ended in a 4-1 win after Richy Moon scored the 

final goal.    

Dordrecht now thoroughly intent on somehow unseating the inexorable lead 

of the home team met the All Stars and thrashed them 8-0. This meant that 

Hastings had to win their last game against Brighton otherwise they would 

surely lose with the same points but a smaller goals cored record.  

Brighton put early pressure on the Hastings defence and broke through after 

only one minute with their first goal. Hastings rallied with a class goal from 

Captain Duncan followed by a corker taken from a tight angle on the right wing 

by Ben Pappiat.  Undaunted Brighton scored again just before the half time 

whistle.  After only one minute into the second period Ben Chegwin scored a 

blaster and then the second half developed into a serious struggle with both 

sides mounting multiple attacks all of which were repelled.  The final score 

remained at 3-2 giving Hastings an unassailable position of winners of the 2017 

Observer Trophy. 

Dordrecht beat Crawley in their last game to give them a hard earned second 

place thus reversing the 1947 result –much to the delight of the Hastings team. 

After the game the traditional supper was held and two more trophies were 

presented to the Captains of the first two teams. Captain Duncan Izzard was 

presented with the Observer Trophy by the Hastings Seagull Swimming Club 

President, Ruth Mattocks,(photo attached) and a special presentation of the 

Chris Dawson Memorial Trophy was given by the Hastings Capt. to the 

Dordrecht Capt. who will hold it for one year to commemorate the 70th 

Anniversary.    



 

The Hastings Team was Tom Blything, Tim Pearce, Will Greenhouse, Ben 

Chegwin, Alexis Phillipidis, Adam Pearson, Neil Pearce, Richy Moon, James 

Blything, Duncan Izzard (Capt) and Dave Lee (Vice Capt,). 

 Hastings Seagull SC is sponsored by Asprey Property Services (Tunbridge 

Wells). 

 


